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Metal Roofing and Solar PV Systems 
Part 2 - Mounting System Methods 

Overview 
This is the second part of a three-part series on metal roofing and solar PV. Part 1 focused on Solar/Roof 
Service Life comparisons. Part 2 explains the common types of mounting systems for metal roofs, 
associated risks and pros/ cons of each. A key theme identified in Part 1 is although both solar PV and 
metal roofing have inherent individual attributes, there are added synergies when used in conjunction with 
one another. Some factors and checkpoints to fully avail these synergies when mounting on metal roofs are 
discussed here.  

Most accomplished solar contractors have a good deal of knowledge and experience regarding solar PV 
design and installation from an electrical perspective, but few have in-depth knowledge of metal roofing 
systems. When mounting to metal rather than other roof types, there are a number of distinct differences. 
Part 2 of this series calls attention to the essential criteria of mounting solar PV to metal rooftops to provide 
the best benefits for building owners and solar contractors alike. This information is requisite to preserving 
the integrity of both the roof and solar PV system as well as maintaining code compliance while achieving 
the lowest maintenance, longest life, lowest (initial and life-cycle) costs and greatest return on investment 
(ROI) on the solar PV system. 

Glossary of Terms 
collateral dead load: The self-weight of permanently installed materials attached to the roof or supporting 
structure with the exact location unknown at the time of design. The primary difference between collateral 
dead loads and ordinary dead loads is collateral loads are generally not considered to counteract wind 
uplift. 

energy density: The annual average energy produced by the PV array divided by the area it occupies or 
otherwise makes unusable for solar power generation. 

face-fastened metal roof: (syn., face-attached, through-fastened, exposed-fastened, exposed-fix, screw-
down) A metal roof attached to the structure or deck with fasteners that pierce through the roof panels and 
are visible on the finished roof. Typical profiling is either trapezoidal rib or corrugated. (See Figure 1) 
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fixed: a PV mounting system held in place by chemical or mechanical means or some combination of both, 
in contrast to “ballasted” which relies on gravity load to hold the system in place. Ballasted systems are 
more common for “single-ply” or “built-up” flat, commercial roof systems.  

flush mounted:  a PV mounting system that places modules in the same plane (parallel) to the roof surface 
but offset from its surface by some dimension.  

optimal sun angle: the annual mean angle of the module measured in degrees to the earth at which the sun 
is at a right angle to the module. (The optimal sun angle is equivalent to the latitude of the project). In this 
paper, the project latitudes are assumed to be in the Southern Hemisphere. If the project is in the Northern 
Hemisphere, the optimal sun angle would be oriented to the north. 

power density: The rated power output of the PV array divided by the area it occupies or otherwise makes 
unusable for solar power generation. 

solar zone: the exact roof area most appropriate to install solar for reasons of sun angle and roof 
obstructions, shading effects, etc. Power production (and cost) efficiencies are maximized on south-facing 
roofs with slopes closest to the optimal sun angle. 

standing seam metal roof: a metal roof that is attached via concealed clips within its side joints (seams), 
thus avoiding penetration of the weathering membrane. (See Figure 2) 
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Tilted mounting: (syn., rack-mounted) a PV mounting system that is inclined and/or disoriented from the 
roof surface at some angle or orientation different than the roof. Tilted mounting is usually implemented to 
improve the sun angle or to orient the modules toward the true south when the roof is not. 

Discussion 
The Metal Roof/PV Solution 
The size and geometry of an existing roof are generally predetermined by factors unrelated to the 
afterthought of PV installation. When establishing the solar zone, not all of the roof may be available to 
host the PV modules. Because the ideal solar zone size and orientation are limited to some degree on most 
pre-existing roofs, maximizing output per square foot of available roof to achieve the best life cycle ROI is 
a major consideration. Conversely, when dealing with new construction that is to be “solarized,” 
preplanning the solar zone often drives architectural roof design regarding size, slope and orientation. In 
either case, the competent solar contractor will consider the various factors affecting system sizing and 
layout such as power density, energy density, site latitude, roof angle, shading effects, wiring and inverter 
derates, adjusting production to consumption, and so on. Software tools generally known and used by the 
solar trades are readily available for these nuances. 

Types of Mounting Systems 
Solar modules are secured to metal roofs by several methods, all of which are fixed.  

Modules are generally offset from any roof type by some dimension. This offset allows air flow 
between the roof surface and the solar module, for lower cell operating temperatures and improved 
production. The optimal minimum offset dimension has been demonstrated by studies to be 4” (100mm). 
Beyond this offset dimension, there is no significant increase in module output. Modules may then be flush 
mounted or tilted to achieve an optimal sun angle. Both methods result in different energy output from a 
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given module or number of modules. Each option has differing roof space, structural engineering factors 
and cost implications so, initial cost and ROI should be analyzed individually when considering and 
comparing array options.  

When PV modules were at their highest cost per watt and lower efficiencies, tilted systems were the 
norm to achieve optimal sun angle and were also demonstrably financially prudent. Array designs were 
driven primarily by the high cost of the PV module, hence achieving optimal sun angle with added 
mounting costs was financially sound within cost recovery calculations. Within the last decade, PV module 
costs have fallen dramatically, with the optimal sun angle unaffecting an increase in power production to 
sufficiently offset the premium costs of the mounting system. Current trends favor low-cost, flush-mounted 
systems that facilitate additional module installation, resulting in higher power density (watts/sqft) and less 
severe structural impact.   

Flush-mounted systems are commonly used on metal roofs with slopes as low as ¼:12 (2º). These 
“near-flat” PV modules do not achieve the energy density of modules positioned at an incline at optimal 
sun angle. The reduction in energy production may be as little as 5% in southern areas or as high as 12% in 
northern areas. However, these “near-flat” roof applications also enable north-facing roof areas to carry 
arrays with power production only a few percent lower than their south-facing counterpart. Consequently, 
flush-mounted systems may have the best life-cycle cost on large, commercial low-slope roofs, particularly 
in southern areas of the U.S. 

Further explanation of the most common application methods are as follows: 

Flush- Rail Mounted  

As demonstrated in Figure 3, a typical flush rail-mounted system utilizes aluminum or coated light-gauge 
steel rails mounted above the seams or ribs of a metal roof.  

 

 
Figure 3: Flush Rail Mounted (Photo courtesy of S-5!) 
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This method normally orients the rails traversing the seams or ribs of the south-facing metal roof.  Most 
module producers specify that the “grabs” (hold-downs) for the module engage the module along the long 
dimension, resulting in modules with “portrait” orientation to the roof slope. (See Figure 4) The rail allows 
neighboring modules to be within an inch or less of each other, sometimes maximizing power density.  

Figure 5: Landscape Orientation 

The offset above the base roof surface (usually 7” to 9”) allows easy access during installation and extra 
space for optimizers and rapid shut-down equipment. Section 29.4.4 of ASCE 7-16 provides guidance on 
wind loads of these systems when the offset is 10” or fewer and modules are spaced at least ¼” apart.1 In 
the commentary section, it is further discussed that wind load impacts are minimized compared to tilted 
systems and may be reduced still further for smaller offsets and larger gaps.2 Snow, ice, and debris may 
accumulate under the module, so periodic inspection and preventative maintenance is advised. In climates 
prone to snow accumulation, the resultant forces acting on the surface of the module create an eccentric 
loading (or moment or torque) at the rails’ attachment point, increasing the forces applied to the roof. This 
effect is increased by the offset dimension and must be considered in the design of the system. The main 
disadvantages of this configuration are these design complications, the resulting additional material and 
labor costs (over rail-less mounting), and the negative aesthetics of a system raised above the roof. 

Another version of a flush-rail PV mounting system is a flush “short-rail” (aka mini-rail or micro-rail), 
where short sections of rail are mounted on metal roof ribs at locations, as needed, to mount solar modules. 
These short-rails are installed parallel or perpendicular to ribs, depending on module orientation and are 
sheet-only attachments when used on face-fastened roofs. While a short-rail may save material costs when 
compared to continuous rails, the method of attachment should be carefully scrutinized. Many products 
simply use one or more sheet metal screws into the top of the roof panels’ ribs. This method puts the 
fastening in direct withdrawal and yields very low pull-out values in light gauge sheet metal. In contrast, 
fastening to the side of the rib wall puts the fastening in shear rather than direct withdrawal and is strongly 
preferred. Installation is also more labor-intensive than continuous rails or rail-less systems, mostly due to 
the number of pieces that must be individually located. 
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Flush- Rail-less Mounted (direct-attached)  

Solar modules may also mount directly to the seams of a standing seam metal roof or to the ribs of a face-
fastened metal roof, eliminating the rail and related components entirely. The seams or ribs inherent to the 
metal roof instead, serve in effect as the mounting rails. The modules are now installed in landscape 
orientation, still enabling recommended anchorage at the long side. (See Figure 5) This method is similar to 
the flush-rail mounted system; however, several inches lower in profile (usually 4”- 5¾” above the plane of 
the roof). This mounting method can provide a more uniform load distribution to the roof and/or roof 
structure with as little as 15% of the added weight (collateral dead load) of rails and still further wind load 
reduction per ASCE-7. Cost savings can be dramatic, especially in regions having high wind exposure. 

Another advantage to this method is that the roof is replete with ribs or seams, so there is increased 
module placement flexibility. The downside, when compared with flush-rail mounting, is that module 
layout may not be quite as space-efficient depending on the particulars of the solar zone. Space loss of 2%-
5% compared to flush-rail mounting is not unusual. While not a concern if the desired system size fits in 
the available solar zone, any loss of power and energy density should be balanced against the rail material 
and labor cost savings in the financial analysis.  

Figure 6:Flush Rail-less Mount (Photo courtesy of S-5!) Figure 7: Flush Rail-less Mount (Photo courtesy of S-5!)

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show a typical tilted (rack) mounting system used to achieve further incline to the 
existing roof slope. Other methods of tilting are emerging for more moderate tilt angles. This type of 
installation improves or maximizes module-level energy density. However, there are a number of negative 
considerations for these types of installation, including an increase in the initial cost due to the extra 
materials involved and added collateral dead load of those materials to the roof. The additional cost may 
not be justified by the increase in efficiency, extending the “payback” period.  

A tilted system intensifies wind loads on the roof and can cause undue snow accumulation due to 
drifting (aerodynamic shade). These increases can influence both snow and seismic effects and create 
significant roof design challenges in snow-prone, high seismic and windy coastal areas, especially in 
applications where the impact of these effects must be considered for the structure as well. Most solar 
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installations are over existing roofs, so there is no guarantee these effects were included in the original 
building roof design. A design professional should be consulted to determine any impacts due to the 
addition of a tilted solar array. Depending on the design conditions, cost premium and electric cost 
escalation assumed, the installation may be cost-justified in some cases. 

Figure 8: Tilted Mounting System (Photo courtesy of S-5!) Figure 9: Tilted Mounting System (Photo courtesy of S-5!) 

It is important when mounting PV on metal roofs to ensure that the integrity of the roof is not compromised 
and warranties are not jeopardized. Metal roofs maintain their value and longevity for decades, but only if 
their design integrity is carefully preserved.  

Mounting PV should always be consistent with the design principles of the host roof, which vary 
according to metal roof type. Further, a PV array on a rooftop is exposed to the environmental forces of 
wind, snow and earthquakes. These forces on any rooftop surface can be complex, making secure 
attachments of PV crucial. PV arrays that are not properly designed and installed can become airborne 
during a wind event and pose a serious threat of injury, personal and property damage and present a life-
safety issue. Skilled design, engineering and production of these components is required. A working 
knowledge of metallurgy, sealant chemistries, metal roof types and other variables are also critical to long-
lasting solar/metal roof as a combined asset.  

Conclusions 
The clear advantage of metal roofs, as previously discussed, is a service life that outlasts the solar PV 
system. Preservation of the metal roof and PV integrity requires expertise and experience with both 
elements to design the most effective system that addresses all aspects, from installation to long-term 
durability. The most critical factors to be discussed in Part 3 are the design, testing, manufacturing, and 
certifications that accompany the PV mounting system. This next segment will expound on various metal 
roof types and code and standard requirements. (All performance requirements are not specifically called 
out in national codes and standards.) “Best practices” for the design, manufacturing and installation of these 
mounting systems and components as related to metal roofing will also be detailed.
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Founded in 1983, the Metal Construction Association brings together the diverse metal construction industry 
for the purpose of expanding the use of all metals used in construction. MCA promotes the benefits of metal 
in construction through: 

• Technical guidance 
• Product certification 
• Educational and awareness programs 
• Advocating for the interests of our industry 
• Recognition of industry-achievement awards 
• Monitoring of industry issues, such as codes and standards 
• Research to develop improved metal construction products 
• Promotional and marketing support for the metal construction industry 
• Publications to promote use of metal wall and roof products in construction 

For more information, please visit the MCA Web site at www.metalconstruction.org 

Copyright © 2021 Metal Construction Association. All rights reserved. 

No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any means, including photocopying, or 
utilized by any information storage or retrieval system without permission of the copyright owner. 

This bulletin is for general information only. The bulletin is designed to delineate areas requiring 
consideration. Information contained in the bulletin should not be used without first securing competent 
advice with respect to its suitability for any given application. MCA does not assume responsibility and 
disclaims any representation or warranty, express or implied, that such information is suitable for any 
general or particular use. Anyone making use of the bulletin assumes all liability resulting from such use. 

The existence of the bulletin does not in any respect preclude a member or nonmember of MCA from 
manufacturing, selling, or specifying products not conforming to the bulletin, nor does the existence of an 
MCA bulletin preclude its voluntary use by persons other than MCA members. The bulletin does not 
purport to address all safety problems associated with its use or all applicable regulatory requirements. It is 
the responsibility of the user of the guideline to establish appropriate safety and health practices and to 
determine the applicability of regulatory limitations before use of the bulletin. 

http://www.metalconstruction.org/
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The Metal Construction Association reserves the right to change, revise, add to, or delete any data 
contained in the bulletin without prior notice. 

It is the responsibility of the end user to verify the applicability of this information with the local building 
and fire officials.
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